
Long eared owls 
 
Sitting on one of the many branches and chestnut leaves in a hedge hiding from the people 
who live and wander by, there is a male long eared owl waiting for its right moment to 
strike and eat its prey. The long-eared owl is a well-known and appreciated owl, they are 
not extinct and are very fascinating. 
 
 
Its Body Shape and Things on It 
 
 
Its chestnut feathers which have an amazing wingspan of-95cm which is around the size of 3 
rulers and 1/6th of another ruler then you have the wingspan of a long-eared owl. One of 
the most fascinating subjects about any owl; however, this owls’ ears are distinctive. They 
have to holes by the side of their heads in different spaces one of them is higher than the 
other so then one can pick up all of the sounds and noises from above them and down 
below. The long feather tuffs on the top of their head, which people normally call ears 
however they are not used for listening and hearing things when they need to be defensive 
their tuffs raise up and when they are calm and know that nothing bad is going to happen 
their ear tuffs come down and are just feathers like any other owl that lay on the top of 
there head. Once it settles down on the long-eared owls head it is almost impossible to tell 
apart from the short-eared owl with their ear tuffs settled on their mind.  
 
 
Habitat 
 
Long Eared owls like to nest on the ground where twigs and old crusty leaves which have 
fallen on the ground, if you are lucky enough to have a hedge in your front or back garden 
you might just see a long eared owl perching on one of the branches in the hedge. 
 
Nourishment  
 
They eat mice and shrews and all types of insects, like many other creatures. 
 
Their Talons 
 
Owls talons are spectacular their claws do the unthinkable thing when the chosen owl rest. 
You would think that the claws loosen when they sleep because they have to grip onto old 
gnarled branches to hold but ask yourself the peculiar question of how do they not fall off 
their branch when they’re sleeping? Their talons (or claws) tighten when they are resting so 
they do not fall off of the branch and hurt themselves. When they were first made but not 
developed into what you see or know about today, they fell off trees but then their talons 
developed and changed so they grip on tighter when they sleep. 
 
Where they migrate 
 



Here is a diagram from when and where they travel to…Long-eared owls are nocturnal and 
secretive, so unlikely to be seen other than on migration (when birds may turn up on coasts 
at any time of day) or when leaving or returning to a communal roost site in winter. 
* This map is intended as a guide. It shows general distribution rather than detailed, 
localised populations. 
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